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Hallo!
Welcome to the second issue of the Dispatch!
Pull up a chair by the fire, avail yourself of the brandy and
the cigars, and settle in for a fine read.
In this issue we are pleased to bring you a selection of
steamy book reviews, just in time for the holiday gift-giving
season. Our undying thanks go to the Countessa and her
family for selflessly ploughing through a small mountain of
books in a short period of time.
This issue also sees a shift to an online format, which we
are still experimenting with. The financial realities of
producing a hardcopy publication during the convention and
festival off-season were daunting. Hopefully we will see
one hardcopy Dispatch per volume, published in the
summer when we may sell enough to justify the printing
and distribution costs.
-Adam Smith ed.
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letters to the editor
Dear Adam:

steampunk as a primary or secondary theme. Polaris 24’s
Dr. Who/steampunk party was a great evening, and our
costuming judges were generous to us, and Yvonne was
I think we’ve finally recovered from Polaris 24, and I now lucky to win the steampunk door prize, too. With the word
have a copy of The Dominion Dispatch, Vol. 1, No. 1 in
‘steampunk’ on many convention flyers and websites,
front of me, and as I do with most fannish publications I
you’d think half the conventions’ attendance were a part of
receive, it’s time for me to write a Letter to the Editor.
the genre. Is this true popularity, or merely a marketing
ploy to bring more people into the convention? I’d prefer
the former, but suspect the latter. The bigger conventions,
The lovely and enhanced Gibson Girl is a great start to the like the two reviewed, are so tempting, but I wonder if we
issue…I hope there are members of Steampunk Canada
will ever get to them? I suspect we will be quite happy
and other clubs who can take up their art tools and create
with Toronto’s Canadian National Steampunk Exhibition
more art for future issues. After all, we get more out of
and Hamilton’s Steamposium.
clubs and societies when we participate, and add in to
them.
As I was looking through the issue, trying to think of what
else I could say, I did notice something…there’s no e-mail
This article about the Psyche Corporation…this group will address indicated for feedback or communication. It might
be performing at the Fan Expo next month. They should be be an idea to set up a Gmail account for the Dispatch. In
interesting to see…I have heard a little Abney Park, but for the meantime, I’ll send this to your home e-mail address.
the most part, I haven’t heard much steampunk music, and
what might be considered such. I must look up Bill Kates
online…I see he’s with Voices.com, which means he is a
An impressive new publication, and only those of us who
voice actor. I am working towards that profession myself. have been around for a while will remember Nuclear
Bunnies, and as you said to me, Son of Nuclear Bunnies.
Many thanks, we’ll work further on the CNSE, and I look
I am not certain where I might find the recordings of
forward to the next Dominion Dispatch in the fall.
Professor Elemental and Emperor Norton’s Stationary
Yours, Lloyd Penney.
Marching Band…perhaps the same places one might find
filk tapes and CDs? I’m not sure where Liana got these
ed. - Thanks Lloyd!
CDs, but I doubt I’d find them at HMV…
Professor Elemental and Emperor Norton's Stationary
Marching Band are independent performers, and their
CDs are available at their websites:
The Heart Machine is a wonderful project, as is Burning
Man itself. I know Site3 will often have open houses, but
• http://professorelemental.bandzoogle.com
they are usually on a Thursday. Does Site3 plan any
• http://www.ensmb.com/
weekend open houses?
Site 3 does indeed now hold occasional weekend open
house events! Watch the website: http://www.site3.ca
It has been heartening, perhaps amusing, and a little
disarming, to see so many steampunk conventions, and so A total lack of contact information has been fixed! It was
one of those things that slipped between the cracks during
many science fiction conventions that are adopting
the layout of a premier issue.
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MUSIC – A SEPIACHORD PASSPORT
Lee Ann Farruga (a.k.a. Countessa Lenora) –
LET'S BEGIN at the beginning.... Sepiachord
Passport, upon my initial listening, made me
think “twisted circus meets folk gypsies of the
damned”. It's an incredible mix of unusual and
talented artists. I really enjoyed the vast
majority of tunes and having 20 songs on a CD
is a welcome treat, most give you a lot less than
that these days - good value and good talent – a
winning combination.
To be more specific about the tunes.....The first
song, “Roll Up”, is a good tune but the voice
became grating as it progressed. It did make for
a good barker calling the listener in for the rest
of the show and after listening a few times I
found it grew on me. It's soon over and into the
wonderfully creepy “Off with Her Head”. As
the musical journey continued I enjoyed each
song as a unique individual, each one being
quite different than the one before. In particular
I quite enjoyed Circus Contraption's “If I Told
You Once”. It is definitely one of my new
favourites. It was quirky and funny and and the
lyrics are wonderful.
performers I had not heard of, but now had a chance to get
Something else I enjoyed about A Sepiachord Passport was to know.
the mix of performers I already knew and loved like
Walter Sickert & the Army of Broken Toys, Veronique
The whole collection left a good taste in my mouth – like
Chevalier, Professor Elemental, Emperor Norton's
absinthe flavoured cotton candy!
Stationary Marching Band and The Clockwork Dolls and

The winner of the Dominion Dispatch
Draw for a copy of the newly released
"Clockwork Angel" by Cassandra Clare,
courtesy of Simon & Shuster, is........
Pauline Blackwell of London, Ontario!
Congratulations Pauline!
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Book reviews!
Just in time for the holiday gift-giving season, we
are pleased to be able to bring you a plethora of
steamy book reviews!
indeed it would make a very good one.
Our young main characters, Elliott Graven and Paisley
DeLoup are enjoyable and most likeable. Mr.
Marlowe has done a fantastic job of fleshing them out
so that you really get involved in their story. You find
yourself fearing for their safety and cheering them on
at various points in the plot. As well, all the
secondary, and even very minor, characters are
unique, odd and extremely entertaining.
The story rolls along quite smoothly and quickly from
our introduction to Elliott on the Halifax Express in
chapter one and all through his near death
experiences. Paisley's half of the story includes her
many encounters with Adelmo the German adventurer
and her quest to learn more about her family's strange
legacy. Add on all their bizarre adventures in the
small town of Baddeck, Nova Scotia, mix in the
author's array of historical facts from the period and
you have quite the rollicking tale.
I highly recommend this as a fabulous piece of
Canadian literature.

Knights of the Sea By: Paul
Marlowe
By Lee Ann Farruga (a.k.a. Countessa Lenora) - I
wish I had read this author's previous book Sporeville
before this one – that is the only negative thing I have
to say about Knights of the Sea.
The book is written and paced very like a play and
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Thomas Riley By: Nick
Valentino
By Lee Ann Farruga (a.k.a. Countessa
Lenora) - Thomas Riley is quite the adventure
– weapons, wars, inventions, fighting, action,
airship pirates, alchemy, I could go on and on.
While I enjoyed this book, it is a perfect story
for men, pirates and those with the soul of an
adventurer. Reading this story, I felt like author
Nick Valentino was living out every boy's
dreams of adventure vicariously through his
main character Thomas Riley.
It is the tale of inventor Thomas Riley, his very
able bodied and brainy assistant Cynthia Bassett
and all the wild and wonderful, and sometimes
insane, characters they meet in their quest to rid
Cynthia of the Duke's daughter whose soul ends
up sharing Cynthia's body in a botched
alchemical ritual. Their adventure is action
packed from the very beginning and it doesn't
let up until the last page.
I will definitely recommend this book to all
my male friends and every pirate I
know...and I know quite a few.
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Worldshaker BY Richard Harlan
Simon & Schuster, 2010

environment. It is up to Rif to drag him out of it an move
the story forward.

Central to the book are strong anti-class and anti-colonial
Review by Pat Gilliland - The problem that this reviewer
messages. The anti-class message is primarily developed
has with trying to review youth fiction is that this reviewer
through how the privileged Upper Decks who pilot
isn't a youth. To alleviate this problem, I have enlisted the
Worldshaker relate to the Menials who serve them and the
help of a guest reviewer, my daughter.
Filthies from Below who perform the actual work of
maintaining the vessel. In execution it is a little heavy
Worldshaker is set on a massive landship-city one of
handed. Apart from a few individuals, the Upper Decks are
several European constructs that roam the world
populated by ineffectual characters who seem barely
harvesting resources and dispensing the benefits of
capable of running their own lives let alone keeping the
civilization. Col, the protagonist is born into the upper
reins of power. Conversely, the Filthies are uniformly
decks and the effortless power an privilege that come with
competent if not always likeable. There are very few
his status and gender. His foil the young woman Rif, a
shades of grey and the forced contrast does become jarring
Filthie woman from the Below, has to fight for her most
at times. Between these two groups are the Menials who
basic needs. The plot rigidly follows the standard pattern
serve the Upper Decks. To create Menials, Filthies are
of rich boy meets poor girl, the adults are rendered
forcibly harvested from Below, stripped of their power and
turned into docile servants. The idea is an interesting one
but the actual execution of it makes the allegory literal
through an overly complex and unbelievable process.
The anti-colonial message is developed through how the
Worldshaker moves through the world. Since the book
deals with events internal to the landship-city, this message
is only dealt with lightly and then through another overly
literal allegory. I am curious to see how this theme will be
developed in future books.
The anti-colonial message is developed through how the
Worldshaker moves through the world. Since the book
deals with events internal to the landship-city, this message
is only dealt with lightly and then through another overly
literal allegory. I am curious to see how this theme will be
developed in future books.
The Worldshaker itself is an intriguing environment yet it
is under utilized and too metaphorical. I wanted to know
more details about the ship and how it interacted with the
world. I had a sense that some of this detail went missing
in the editing process. This sense of incompleteness was
also reflected in the story. There was a great build up
followed by a very fast resolution that left me feeling a
little cheated. While I expect and hope there are more
Worldshaker stories to come, Harland could have split this
particular story over two volumes allowing more
examination of the Worldshaker
ineffective and high-jinx ensue. Col is an interesting
character and a solid representative of the boy-adventurer
type. Rif opens the book up to a wider female audience
and is the more interesting of the two. Even though Col is
the protagonist, he is suffocated into inaction by his

Overall, while Worldshaker has its flaws, I enjoyed
reading it an look forward to more in the series. The world
Harland has created has great potential.
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Now we turn to the opinion of our young adult expert,
my daughter Miranda.

bust thirty five to thirty six inches. Seam allowances are
not included and the scale of the pattern pieces given are
one sixteenth of an inch to one inch. It is important to note
Overall she liked the book. In particular Miranda liked
that when using a photocopier or computer program to
how the book shows how social class works and and how render the patterns up to 1:1 scale, that some distortion
Col's initial treatment of Rif is like what happened under
will occur and that this distortion, if not carefully adjusted,
slavery in North America and elsewhere. She found Col to will create problems later on when assembling the various
be your typical spoiled rich kid at the beginning but could fabric pieces. For many people this may not be an
see that he gained humanity as the story went on. She
obstacle, but one needs to be mindful of the error that scale
thought Rif was an awesome character. She found her to
drawings can sometimes produce.
be more like a girl form the 21st century than from the
Victorian period but felt Rif belonged in the story because There are line drawings of each costume but only from
one view angle and no actual photographs of the
she needed that kind of attitude to survive in the Below.
Miranda found the book easy to read and how Harland
described how Col's grandmother fussed over the Menial
Wicky PoPo. She thought the story had lots of depth and
real world aspects and would like to read more in the
series.
The verdict:
For the more experienced reader, a good if not great book
that, while it falls short of its potential, may have more to
offer in future volumes.
For the young adult reader, a good book that is exciting,
well written and worth picking up.

The Evolution of Fashion, Pattern and Cut
from 1066 to 1930
Margot Hamilton Hill and Peter A Bucknell
Review by Isabel Beale - In effect, this book provides
costume design, details and patterns for stage and screen
productions. Aside from the obvious application that the
Victorian and Edwardian eras fall into the scope of time
covered by the book, it is worth noting that there are
garments from other time periods that can be given a
Steampunk tweek.

completed garments. The instructional notes
accompanying the pattern(s) appear opposite the artist’s
rendition of the completed garments being worn in period
settings. The notes cover generalities of the time period
fabrics, colours, and trimmings as well as mannerisms of
What is not obvious, is that the reader needs a strong
the time period. Only a few paragraphs are given on actual
grasp of garment construction and be an advanced sewer
construction of the garments shown.
with the ability to draft patterns from a scale drawing in
If you have a thorough knowledge of garment construction
order to use the book effectively and without frustration.
and are an advanced sewer with the ability to draft patterns
The main challenge is that only one size, with no notes for
to scale this book will become a great resource. I have
adjustments, is used throughout the book. All men’s
made two garments, one man’s, and one womans’, from
patterns are based on a man of five foot ten to six feet with
this book, and both with excellent results. As the book is
a thirty eight to forty inch chest. All women’s patterns are
pricey I’d strongly suggest perusing a library copy before
based on a woman five foot five to five foot seven with a
considering the purchase of this useful but expensive
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acquisition for your costume library.

hours of the night without realizing how late it was.

Isabel Beale, the tailor’s grandchild

Being someone ...how shall I say it ...somewhat older than
the age group the story is aimed at, I find that my favourite
character is Charlotte. She is a strong mother figure and a
warrior. She fights the bad guys with, and just as well as,
the men – not your average Victorian lady and a great role
model for the main character Tessa.

Clockwork Angel By Cassandra Clare
Simon & Shuster 2010
Book Review by Lee Ann Farruga (with guest reviews
by Miranda and Rowan Gilliland):

I really enjoyed reading Clockwork Angel. I would have
kept it to myself, but I would have been in big trouble if I
The Victorian era is a great period of time for the backdrop had not let my two daughters (who are of the age group the
of Cassandra Clare's newest book. Start with dark and
story is aimed at) read it as well. They, of course, have
gloomy, add in mysterious societies, strange happenings
their own opinions about the book and I'm including them
involving creatures of legend and a girl trying to find her
here as their viewpoints are very different from mine.
lost brother and learning she is more special than she ever
thought possible. The blend of historical and fantastical
Miranda had this to say about Clockwork Angel:
works well to make a great story.
“I liked it a lot! I think Jem is nice and a gentleman, Will
The author's writing style is smooth and the tale flows so
is rude, funny and sarcastic and Tessa is a strong female
well that I would get quite involved with what was
character, especially for that time.
happening and I would find myself reading into the wee
My favourite character is Henry. He is weird. He invents
things that fail and it's funny.
The part that stood out the most was when Will saved
Tessa and they ended up in the cellar. It was surprising
and creepy.”
Rowan had this to say about Clockwork Angel:
“Awesome story. I think Jem is a gentleman with a
mysterious past, but Will has more of a mysterious past
than Jem and he is just stink'n awesome! Tessa is
awesome, cool and smart.
My favourite character is Tessa. I like her because she is
very smart and well read and she is not like girls from
other stories, she is a strong and independent character.
The part that really stood out was Quincy's party and
Qunicy got away and there was still half a book to read
which made me go “wait...what now?!” ”
Needless to say, all three of us are very much looking
forward to the next book in the series....I think the girls
though a little more than me.

Sky Waves by Michelle Butler Hallet
Killick Press 2008
Review by Pat Gilliland - “Here,” says the Countessa
handing me a red soft back book with a large radio tube on
the cover, “review this – it has steam punk themes.”
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Sky Waves is what we used to call back in my
university days, a difficult book. It takes work to get
through but brings rewards that last beyond the
initial reading. Through 98 vignettes spread out over
90 years and nearly 300 pages, Sky Waves bounces
back and forth along an alternate time line wherein
Newfoundland became an independent republic
rather than seeking union with Canada.
Through the vignettes, Butler Hallet traces the
history of the Wright, Furey and O'Dea families
while other characters and Newfoundland itself drift
in and out of tune. These often dark characters deal
with some of the less appealing parts of life especially that in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Deeply bedded in the technology of radio, Sky
Waves is of a later period than classical steam punk.
It does touch upon Tesla coils, Tiger Moths and
communication beyond the grave; seasoning itself
with touches of what would be steam punk in
another era. Despite being out of period, it is an
intriguing exercise in time manipulation and
distortion.
An unexpected benefit was, that despite this being a
work of fiction, I learned more in this book about
the psychology of Newfoundland and how she came
to join Canada than I ever did in the classroom.
The verdict: Is Sky Waves steam punk? - No, but it
is worth the read, in fact several reads and it is
uniquely Canadian.
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A page from the 1901 T. Eaton Co. Ltd. catalogue
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A steampunk traveller's
guide to Canada
Tim Ford - Our country, proud offspring of the British empire, is a veritable cornucopia of delights for those afflicted
by wanderlust. This article serves to inform the reader of a smattering of these purveyors of that most wonderful of
sub-cultures, Steampunk.
We begin our journey in the large city of Calgary, at Heritage Park. This
historical village features a fully-functional blacksmith shop with an operational
steam engine. Although this engine is not always in operation, one can count
on the grain elevator directly across the street from the smithy to be working

during park hours. If your interests
lie in architecture and Victorian
home decor, the Prince House is the
place for you. Finally, one can take
in a huge selection of railway cars,
a working steam locomotive, and
the SS Moyie replica paddle
steamer.

Moving quickly east, one should definitely
check out Hamilton's Museum of Steam &
Technology. The focus of the museum is on
Hamilton's water industry and first
pumphouse, magnificently restored by a group
of like-minded engineers. The engine is
colossal and still functional (although at
greatly reduced speed and horsepower).
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In the Atlantic provinces, Nova Scotia boasts a magnificent feast for the
eyes and mind: The Museum of Industry. Located in Stellarton, this
complex is host to a genuine horseless carriage, several coal mining
artifacts and machines, and a belt-driven machine shop. The
development of
technology is a
strong focus at this
museum.
Finally, if you're
very lucky to be
driving through
Nova Scotia's
Tatamagouche,
you may happen
upon the
Sutherland
Steam Mill. This
family business
showcases some
brilliant examples of
ingenuity – ask about
the barrels on the roof –
and encapsulates the
spirit of invention that
drove the
industrial revolution. The elaborate duct-system of the
furnace, wood chip recycling, and steam engine
operation is a joy to behold.
This list is by no means exhaustive and represents only a
small sampling of Canada's steampunk tourist hot spots.
As always, the true gems lie beneath the surface.

For further information on the sites listed in this article:
Heritage Park Historical Village
1900 Heritage Dr SW, Calgary, AB. T2V 2X3
(403)268-8500 http://www.heritagepark.ca/
Hamilton Museum of Steam & Technology
900 Woodward Avenue, Hamilton, ON. L8H 7N2
(905)546-4797 http://www.myhamilton.ca/organizations/hamiltonmuseum-steam-technology
Museum of Industry
147 North Foord Street, Stellarton, NS. B0K 1S0
(902)755-5425 http://museum.gov.ns.ca/moi/index.html
Sutherland Steam Mill
Denmark, Tatamagouche, NS. B3H 3A6
(902)657-3365 http://museum.gov.ns.ca/ssm/en/home/default.aspx
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music - “Polka Haunt Us: A
Spook-tacular Compilation”
Goth Polka? Darkly Delightful
Halloween Recording Includes
A Canadian Legend
“Polka Haunt Us: A Spook-tacular
Compilation” is the brainchild of
Executive Producer and lyricist
Veronique Chevalier. It’s a full length
album featuring a long-overlooked niche
- Gothic Polka! Polka Haunt Us is meant
as a foray into the untried history of its
namesake. Every day is Halloween to
Chevalier, putting a darkly amusing,
supernatural twist on the traditionally
happy music of Oktoberfest. Chevalier's
own 2007 "Vampire Surprise" is the
bonus track on the album, which is
compounded by a myriad of respected
artists participating this Sonic
Frankenstein based on traditional Central
European musical fare.
Polka Haunt Us is based on authentic
supernatural folk tales from around the
world, including one from Canada. Less
a novelty project and more an experiment
in ethnomusicology, the album is
reminiscent of Harry Smith's Folkways
recordings for the Smithsonian Trust, or
the compilation "Songs from the Neighborhood: The Music of Fred Rogers" with a Nick Cave "Murder Ballads" twist. Chevalier's
tracks show Polka's storytelling power and give Halloween's tired “Monster Mash” a run for its money.
Polka, a traditional Bohemian dance music that is still played on the streets and in the pubs of Prague and other European cities,
and often during the month of October in North America, has a history of being appropriated by popular composers. The tradition
includes Johann Strauss I and his son Johann Strauss II; a couple well-known Polkas were written by Czech national anthem
composer Bedřich Smetana, and Czech artist Jaromír Vejvoda was the author of "Škoda lásky" ("Roll Out the Barrel").
In North America, Polka has been turned into mainstream fare by artists such as "Weird Al" Yankovic, and "Alternative Polka" and
"Punk/Ska Polka" has surfaced in addition to the Mexican variety "Conjunto-style" and the Mid-western US "Oompah" music
which is well known during fall festivals across the states. With the release of Polka Haunt Us, Chevalier revamps the tradition
and adds a pleasingly morbid touch, just in time for Halloween!
Polka Haunt Us is a compilation recording, containing 13 original spooky songs, each based upon famous ghost legends from
different regions around the world. Tracks include: “Ghost Train” (Canada), based on a Canadian train legend about the Alberta
Line that is faithfully recounted in this song. Veronique was attracted to the story because the railroad had a significant impact on
the history of Canada & The US.
The story upon which the song is based is told from the point of view of a former train operator of The Spokane Flyer that ran on
The CPR line in Alberta. He recounts how he and one of his fellow engineers had a close-call with a Ghost Train in May of 1908.
There was another close encounter with the demonic train again in June, and finally in early July of the same year, a fatal collision
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occurred between The Flyer and a Lethbridge passenger train, just outside of Medicine Hat. Chillingly enough, the crash occurred
on the very same site where the Ghost Train had been spotted on those two earlier occasions. Coincidence or prescience? We shall
most likely never know, but it’s certainly grist for a compelling Halloween song, perfect for singing around the campfire, as a faint
train whistle in the distance, wafts through the crisp, moonless night.
Polka Haunt Us producer/writer Veronique Chevalier is known as The "Weird Val" of Cabaret, for her hilarious parodies and sidesplitting covers. (Imagine if Jim Morrison and Elvira had a twisted, Edith Piaf-like love child). She is the recipient of The
Unanimous Choice Award for Best Independent Cabaret Artist by the Los Angeles Music Awards for her benefit recording
Cabaret4Choice.
Deemed "too extreme for Simon" she was gonged off the first season of America's Got Talent, after only 20 seconds, proving that
her gifts are wasted on the masses. Why Spooky Polka? What better vehicle for a MADemoiselle of mixed heritage,
(Polish/French/Lithuanian), who grew up attending 13 different schools, whilst traversing the globe?
Official “Polka Haunt Us” Website: http://PolkaHaunt.Us
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BEHIND THE SCENES OF YOUR
LOCAL Halloween Haunt
Corey J. Smith – MOST GUESTS
that attend local haunts, have no idea
of the work that goes on behind the
scenes to bring the event to life each
year.
Little thought is given to the design
aspect and probably even less
thought is given to how the
characters that roam the event, came
to get their inspiration and places in
the scheme of a haunted attraction.
I would venture to guess that most people have no idea
that most haunts hold rehearsal nights where each crew
member is introduced to their attraction, their positions
and are coached by the management as to what their
characters are and how they should act.
Rehearsal nights give management a chance to coach and
in some cases, coax, the talent as to how they want them to
act toward guests as they stream past them in their
positions by the thousands. We walk through room-byroom, instructing talent, observing and making suggestions
or offering support to everyone. At times, it was a painful
and awkward process as new haunt employees struggled to
"act" in front of management for the first time

more than wooden walls and painted facades. With actors
lurking at every corner, they become the experience. They
are alive, they are full of emotion and they are nightmares
come to life.
It is one hell of a rush and a great pay off to see everyone’s
hard work and artistic planning come full circle with talent
being slotted in to their positions. The only thing greater
has to be Opening Night.
Being the general manager and head Prop Builder/ Set
Designer for Canada’s origional SCREAM park, I get to
see guests coming through my creations and experiencing
the terror first-hand…I LOVE IT.
In conclusion, when you plan to go to your local haunt,
remember what you just read and let them know that they
did an amazing job because after the long hours, the long
line-ups and late nights, your thanks makes it all worth it.

SCARE YOU LATER!

If you thought that being a haunt monster is just about
signing in, grabbing a mask and going to bang on a wall
for a few hours every night, you're sadly mistaken. As each
attraction is designed, careful consideration goes into
where each talent will be and what that talent's particular
role is. Will they have props? Do they
have a speaking roll or just moaning
and groaning?
Will they use a mask,
prosthetics or straight make-up?
All of these things are
“fleshed-out” and put
into perspective during
rehearsal.
Once the crews are in
place, these
attractions are much
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A page from the 1901 T. Eaton Co. Ltd. catalogue
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HOW TO MAKE A SIMPLE
LADIES' CHOKER
Isabel Beale of Neverwares - The finishing touch, fashion accessory for every Victorian lady or a stylish neckerchief
alternative for the airship crew-woman.
Tool list:
Sewing needle, scissors, and a flexible
tape measure.
Materials:
Two lengths of trim, each long enough to
go around your neck plus an inch or two
for straightening up and hems. One piece
needs to be narrower than the other by
about half an inch, the widest of the two
being no more than one and a half inches.
The trims are the body of the choker. You
also need hand sewing thread of a
matching colour.
Next on your list, two yards of ribbon
about 3/8 of an inch wide in a colour
match or coordinate for the ties. This
ribbon is usually called “baby ribbon”.
I suggest that you buy your trim and
ribbon at a fabric store rather than a craft
store. Fabric stores will sell you as much
or as little as you need. Craft stores
usually sell pre-cut lengths only. Also
fabric store trims are meant to be worn
and used as opposed to decorative only.
They tend to be more durable and
cleanable, check with the store staff
about cleaning method [hand wash or dry
clean only].
Construction basics:
1] Measure around your neck and add a
half inch and cut both trims evenly to this
measurement.
2] Centre the narrower trim over the
wider trim, both with the fashion side
[pretty] side up.
3] Hand stitch the top trim to the bottom
trim along both long edges.
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4] Cut the baby ribbon into two equal
lengths.
5] Centre and attach one length of ribbon
to each short end of layered trims. The
best way to do this is to lay the ribbon on
the fashion side with cut ends even, fold
all layers to the back side once then again
a second time. This encloses all the cut
edges. The folds only need to be about a
quarter of an inch in width. Stitch through
all layers and secure firmly. Either knot or
dip the ends of the ties in clear nail polish
to prevent loose threads.
Volia! Done and ready to wear.

For a more Steampunk look I used black
taffeta ribbon with golden metallic edging
and added a net trim with metallic and bead
accents over it. I used black thread and
ribbon to finish the choker off. Also shown
in the photograph of materials are tea-dyed
cotton lace, rose lace cameos and rose ribbon
that I would use for the Victorian lady
version.
I leave you with a few words of
caution........chokers are like potato chips,
can’t have just one.
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Selecting and Buying
Leather – a Primer FOR
COSTUMERS
Adam Smith - Many of us will at some point want or need
to purchase some leather, but selecting the hide that's right
for you is a process full of pitfalls... how much will I need?
Will it be strong enough? Will it drape nicely? Calfskin or
lamb? Or sheep? Or pigskin? Or cow? What the heck is a
“slunk”?? Hopefully we can help with some of your
concerns...
Different Hides and Splits
When it comes off a cow, a hide is very thick, up to a halfinch, and varies in thickness a great deal. It is usually split
with a bandsaw-like knife to achieve uniform thickness.
The “outside” of the hide is the grain side; full-grain
leathers have only had the hair removed. More commonly
available are “top-grain” leathers, which have had the
grain side of the hide sanded to smooth it and hide minor
blemishes and scars. Motorcycle chaps, jackets, etc. are
usually made of top grain leathers for their strength and
durability, as are upholstery hides.

and are highly water-resistant, but they will not have the
strength or hand of a topgrain leather.

A word of caution regarding brightly-coloured suedes
which have become available in the last decade; the dye
colour will nearly always rub off on whatever is against it
and be difficult to remove. If colour comes off on your
hand when the hide is rubbed vigorously, be careful how
The pieces that are sliced off the underside, or flesh side of you use it.
the hide and are processed to be used as suedes or topfinished splits. These splits may look like a nice top-grain Sheepskin are treated a little differently, as they rarely are
leather, but the “skin” texture is actually a urethane finish thick enough to warrant splitting. The are sanded and
applied to the split to give it a more appealing look. It can milled on the grain side to smooth and thin the hide
enough to become buttery soft, like a lambskin. Unmilled
be an economical alternative to finished top grain hides
sheepskin can occasionally be found, has a decent hand
but is a bit stiffer and stronger than regular
sheepskin, which can be useful if making a action
character's wardrobe that will see some abuse.
Lambskin and goatskin can be very economical,
have amazing hand and can be incredibly soft to
touch and wear, but they're very small hides
(frequently 1 ½ to 4 sq. ft.), frequently have a lot
of stretch and flaws, and are extremely delicate
leathers. Seams can easily become “tear on the
dotted line” disasters that are difficult to repair,
and should be reinforced with cloth tape.
Consider the area you need to cover with leather
before deciding on lamb or goat, as the wastage
will be very high and you'll need a lot of hides to
build a long coat. Frequently, a thin side of cow
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can be substituted with far fewer hassles.

double shoulder – the skin across both shoulders of the
animal, from the neck to approx. 1/3 the way to the
Pigskin and pig suede are very lightweight leathers with
butt (12 to 18 sq. ft.)
far greater strength than lamb, goat or sheep. It won't have double butt or bend – the lower 2/3 of a full hide with the
the hand of lamb or sheep, but it has great drape in
belly cut off the sides (18 to 22 sq. ft.)
comparison, won't tear along a seam line as fast as you can belly sides – strips cut from the sides of a full hide that
look at it, and is available in sizes that will reduce
were originally on the belly of the animal (4 to 8 sq.
wastage; 10 sq. ft. up to about 18 sq. ft.
Deerskin, moose, and other game animal hides are
frequently available, have high durability, wastereducing sizes and can be buttery soft with great
hand, but colours are usually very limited. The skins
are frequently scarred though, and may have an
irritating number of holes in them. The leather is also
“open grained” and is easily stained and soiled, and
very difficult to clean.
Size and thicknesses
Because there's no such thing as three hundred-foot
long cows, leather is not available by the running
yard, and isn't priced by the yard or meter, but by the
square foot, or by the piece.
ft.)
(There are other cuts of hide, but these are what one
will usually find.)
The approximate sizes noted above are for
cowhides. Nearly all other types of hides; sheep, pig,
lamb, deer, moose, horse, etc. are smaller. The
actual sizes of hides are measured digitally with
large scanners. The size is then stamped on the flesh
side of the hide close to the tailend of the animal.
The size number will be either a decimal or quarterfoot notation. Eg., 23.6 denotes 23.6 square feet of
hide, whereas 23-3 would denote 23 ¾ square feet.
The thickness of leather is measured in “ounces”
(except for heavy shoe sole leather, which is
measured in “irons” but it's a rarely used
measurement outside of the shoe trade). One ounce
is equal to 1/64th of an inch. Lightweight “shirtweight” leather like lambskin is approximately 1 ½
Leather is generally sold by whole piece, and few retailers to 2 oz. Thick, although cow can be processed to be this
or wholesalers will cut a piece for you. The various pieces thin. Leather like you might find in a coat would be closer
to 2 to 3 oz., and might be sheep, lamb or cow. Upholstery
available are:
leather is approximately 3 to 5 oz. and will nearly always
full hide – the entire skin of an animal (approx. 40 to 65
be cow due to the sizes needed. The uppers on a pair of
square feet)
riding boots might be as thick as 6 or 7 oz., and western
side – half a full hide, split down the middle along the
saddles utilize a variety of thicknesses, from 6 oz. to 16 oz.
spine (18 to 28 square feet)
back – a side with the belly cut off (15 to 18 sq. ft.)
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Wastage
As mentioned, leather is priced by the square foot. One
yard of 54” fabric has an area of 13.5 square feet, so
one might think that if a pattern looks like it needs 8
yds of 54” fabric, then 13.5 times 8 = 108 square
feet of leather, or approximately four large sides.

•

hide. You will have to lay pattern pieces around
these defects.
• the odd shape of a hide: pattern pieces that
may nest together nicely on a neatly
rectangular piece of fabric are not going to
fit the same way on a cowhide which is
generally cow-shaped: it's narrower at the
neck-and-shoulders end than it is at the butt
end, and the edges are uneven.
• Grain direction: grain direction in fabric is
dictated by the directions of the warp and
weft of the fabric. Grain direction in an
animal skin is completely different...
generally speaking the grain runs down the
spine, branching off to the four legs in
curving lines, along which the hide will
exhibit very little stretch. In between the
main grain lines however the hide can have
a huge amount of stretch if you are unlucky,
like between the foreleg and belly. Areas of
hide like this are said to be “flanky” and
have very loose fiber. Flanky leather is also
has less strength than firmer parts of the
hide, like the back or shoulders. Pattern
pieces have to be carefully laid on the hide
to avoid directions of stretch where they'll be
undesirable, like waistbands or cuffs.
Size of the hide: While on the animal, the hide

However, the amount of waste while utilizing a hide
can be huge, as much as 50% of the total square
footage of the skin. In that extreme case, six or
more sides of leather might be needed to cover your
needs for the same pattern.
Factors that can affect wastage:
• surface defects: cows spend a lot of time in
fields, rubbing up against barbed wire
fences, getting skin infections, bug
infections, and in places like Texas and
Mexico where they don't trim their horns,
occasionally goring each other. They also
still brand cattle with red-hot irons as well.
Or the skin may have a large oval hole in the
middle of the shoulders where the hump of a
Brahma steer was cut out to allow the hide to lay
flat. These all create scars or defects in the skin that
may create unacceptable blemishes and marks in a

covers a good number of complex curves, and it
doesn't lay flat when removed. To obtain a nice flat
piece of leather, the hide is hand-worked to stretch
some areas of the hide and to compress other areas.
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The compressed areas (as well as the flanky areas)
are almost all around the edge of the hide, and it
can behave in unexpected ways under a sewing
machine foot or in a folded seam, and is
undesirable for most applications. The edges are
also irregularly shaped, which can make it
awkward to lay out pattern pieces. Between
flankiness, irregular shape and compressed leather,
much of the edge of a hide will wind up as waste.
The bigger the hide is, the less percentage of the
total area of the hide will wind up as wastage. Eg.;
a 5 sq. ft. lambskin may suffer 50% wastage
whereas a 55 sq. ft. full cowhide may only see 15
to 20% wastage. Cowhide sides approximately 25
sq. ft. in size will have a similar wastage number as
the edge that was over the spine is nearly wastefree with almost no stretch.

When estimating leather usage from patterns, try to
account for at least 30% - 40% wastage.
In the end, how you select a hide for costume use will
come down to inspecting the hide carefully and
determining whether or not it will suit your need... is it big
enough? Durable enough? Do you have equipment that
can sew it? It is available in the desired colour? Does the
supplier have enough of it, or can they order more quickly
if needed? Wholesalers like Perfect Leather or Faulk in the
Toronto area will be happy to show you a wide selection of
hides to inspect, and to suggest a specific leather if you
explain your application needs. Take your pattern pieces
with you and lay them out on the hides to see if a
particular piece will suit your needs... the sellers are used
to this and will leave you alone to inspect hides if you ask
them to!

The dominion dispatch
Submission guidelines:
The Dominion Dispatch is the official newsletter for Steampunk Canada (http://www.steampunkcanada.ca/). We are
interested in publishing articles of interest to our Canadian Steampunk audience, and we'll read everything sent to us!
However, there are some important considerations to keep in mind for the annual print copy:
The hardcopy version of the Dispatch is a small format publication, 7” wide by 8 1/2” high, and while we would
consider a large multi-page submission or serialization, it would have to be of exceptional quality. Far more likely
chosen for inclusion would be an article under 400 words. 300 words or less would be even better. Keep it tight if you
can. We're nowhere near as fussy for the online version!
We are interested in “how-to” articles on costuming, props building, mad-science projects, modelling, photography,
reviews of events, books, music, shows and conventions... anything and everything of interest to the Steampunk today!
Extra consideration is given to articles with a distinctly Canadian and/or British Colonies flavour.
Article submissions will be accepted by electronic means only at this time. Text must be unformatted! We can read
most document file formats. Do not send PDF files.
Photographs are a welcome accompaniment to article submissions! Please caption all photos included in a submission.
It needs to be said again: do not send PDF files.
We cannot guarantee we will use your article! We will read it though.
The legal bits...
By submitting material, you acknowledge that you are legally entitled to distribute the work and to allow it to be
redistributed. (If you are a book publisher or public relations firm with copy to distribute, please include a note to that
effect at the top of the article you submit.)
We reserve the right to edit submitted articles for brevity and/or clarity.
We reserve the right to republish submissions in subsequent issues, online, or in any other form, with appropriate credit
given. However, the copyright remains with the original author, and they are free to submit their work elsewhere.
We reserve the right to change the format of the publication at any time.
We do not pay for submissions, written or otherwise.
Submissions may be emailed to dominiondispatch@gmail.com
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Join us in the spring
at the Canadian
National Steampunk
Exhibition!
Steampunk Canada is pleased and delighted to
present the first annual Canadian National
Steampunk Exhibition on the weekend of April 29th
to May 1st, 2011!
To be held at the Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites Markham-Toronto in the
north end of Toronto, Canada, the “CNSE” hopes to become a shining
showcase and celebration of nothing but the very finest in Steampunk
Culture, Music, Performance and
Craft.

Mad Scientists! Artists!
Authors! Costumes to
bedazzle and performances
to astonish! Musicians,
dancers and fire
performers to amaze and
delight!
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CONFIRMED to appear and perform are Psyche
Corporation, Veronique “Weird Val” Chevalier,
Baron Marcus, and Dante Inferno and friends.
We are continuing to attract and recruit guests, panellists,
workshop instructors and performers of every stripe, and hope to
bring something never seen before by Canadian fandom, or the
Canadian Steampunk community at large... we truly will have
something for everyone!

But that's not all!
Join Steampunk Canada and the CNSE Team at FutureCon over
New Years Eve in Toronto to toast the new year and get a brief
taste of things to come in the months to come at the Steampunk
Canada FutureCon Party.
At the very least we'll be raffling off a pair of CNSE full
weekend memberships there, and perhaps making further
performance announcements.

Details regarding FutureCon can be found here:
http://futurecon.wordpress.com/
Further information regarding Canadian National
Steampunk Exhibition registration, vendor application,
hotel information and guest and performer information
can be found at the official website:
http://www.cnse.ca

http://www.cnse.ca
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